Double doors can often be used to control traffic in a hallway or corridor. Electronic trim can be utilized to ensure that only authorized individuals have access to secure areas and can enable centralized lockdown at a moment’s notice.

The AD Series combines the electrified lock, reader, door position and REX switches together into one device for simplified installation and connection to the access control panel. Hardwired and wireless options are available.

**Benefits of AD Series locks**

**Featured products**

1. Von Duprin RX 9949 series exit device
2. Schlage AD-300-993R hardwired electronic exit trim
3. Schlage PiB300-2D panel interface board* (not shown)
4. LCN 4030 closer (not shown)
5. Ives 5BB TW8 electrified hinge

* Required for Wiegand applications. AD-300 hardwired devices can be connected direct to the ACP via RS-485. See AD Series access control alliances info for specific integration details.

**Ideal for**

- Hospitals
- Surgical centers
- Medical office buildings